GET STARTED ON THE ROAD TO PBX MIGRATION.

BENEFITS

- Take hours instead of days with simple, automated PBX data harvesting
- Save time with automated analysis and migration readiness reports
- Minimize migration scoping risk and cost
- Capable of assessing large enterprise grade PBX’s with tens of thousands of users

POLY PBX ASSESSMENT SERVICE FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS

Your company has decided to migrate from its current voice platform to Microsoft Teams. This wasn’t unexpected, but how do you proceed? What steps must you take to ensure a seamless migration?

Poly PBX Assessment Service for Microsoft Teams provides you the necessary tools to assess, analyze, and map the full configuration of the source PBX environment into a ready-to-execute Microsoft Teams Phone System production solution.

Through understanding your needs, schedule, and business expectations, this service provides total transparency into your system(s) configurations—including user names and numbers, call flows, activated features, ring patterns, hunt and pickup groups, E164 normalization, voicemail, and more. Using remote data-gathering via a secure, Azure-based tool, the process results in an executable plan that contains pre-configured system and user details that best match current features of the Microsoft Teams Phone System PBX capabilities.

THIS SERVICE INCLUDES:

- Summary of users, devices, system features mapping, and feature parity analysis with Microsoft Teams
- Detailed feature parity that enables stakeholders, who are not telephony experts, to fully understand the impact of any decisions on the organization
- Detailed mapping and analysis for all sites
- Bulk data cleansing, feature cleansing and admin policies
- Reports ready to export for actual migration
- Final migration assessment report and next-step recommendations toward the migration into Microsoft Teams Phone System

CONTACT YOUR AUTHORIZED POLY PARTNER FOR MORE DETAILS.